
Inland Doodles Health Guarantee and 
Purchase Agreement

Your puppy will come with a 2 year health guarantee against any genetically inherited condition 
that will significantly affect your dog’s quality of life. Any condition must be verified by a licensed 
veterinarian and presented in writing from the vet’s office. We also reserve the right to have this 
verified with a second opinion by a vet of our choosing. Although this scenario is very unlikely, 
should you purchase a puppy with genetic defects from us, you can choose to have your puppy 
replaced with a healthy doodle puppy within one year. You will not be required to return your 
original puppy. We cannot guarantee the gender, color, or parentage of your replacement puppy. 
We are not responsible for any vet bills and there will be no cash refund.  We reserve the right 
to have an unhealthy puppy tested to ensure that it is of our lineage.

Buyer’s Name:__________________________________________________________

Puppy’s name:_____________________________  Sire:__________ Dam:__________

Puppy’s Birthday:__________________  Health Agreement valid until:______________

Payment status:___________________________

Please read and initial each agreement:
____  To my knowledge, the puppy I am adopting today is in good health.  I understand that I 
may have this puppy examined by a vet within 72 hours at my own expense, and that an 
unhealthy puppy may be returned to the breeder, and the amount of _______ will be refunded to 
me.  My deposit is non-refundable.

____  I will not take this dog to an animal shelter. I understand that if I cannot keep this dog it is 
my responsibility to re-home them appropriately.

____  I understand that this guarantee will be void if the dog is significantly overweight, 
underweight, has a contagious disease, or does not have records of appropriate vet care 
including rabies vaccination.

____  I have received a copy of this dog’s deworming and vaccination schedule and understand 
that it is my responsibility to continue on this schedule. I understand that parasites or injury to 
the dog while in my care do not constitute an unhealthy puppy.

____  I agree to have this dog spayed/neutered before they reach sexual maturity.

Buyer’s Signature:_________________________________ Date Signed:___________

Breeder’s Signature:________________________________ Date Signed:__________

Congratulations!
We hope to hear from you as you embark on the adventure of raising a puppy!


